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Today for a foremost group of astronomers and 
astrophysics, WEAVE represents an intersection between 
science and engineering producing a new revolution in 

terms of observational data and its processing.

WAS is mostly using stream-line technologies from the 
database up to the web user interfaces. Standard open 
technologies and protocols are the key points of WAS 

design.
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Introduction

WEAVE Archive (WAS) is a compendium of  
advanced cluster technologies  to enable 
high scalability, real-time analytics,

high storage capacity and
a new visualization tool-kit based 

on modern Web concepts.
WAS also provides ways to exchange data
to different formats (FITS files, CSV, JSON, 

VO Tables) and allows bulk copies for massive 
downloads.

Within the core of WAS, its database is currently 
based on DataStax  Enterprise search tools; 
Apache Cassandra  and Apache Solr. These  

packages enable the archive to work with multi-
datacenter database technology capable to 

distribute and replicate data at global scale, 
allowing Cloud level search operations.

WAS is based on modern programming languages and 
techniques expressed in Java, Python, HTML5 and 
Javascript, using the latest APIs in communication and 

visualization aids.
Other core technologies within WAS are HTTP RESTfull 

Web Services, Websockets and JSON encoding for the 
messaging services.
All these technologies are blended in with the latest 

hardware servers, virtualization and network equipment. 

One of the most powerful WAS outputs are real-time 
analytics and searches. Plot examples depicted below 
displays the very first WAS prototype outputs in tables, 

spectra, histograms, heatmaps and sky plots.

Storage Capacity: Cassandra’s capacity is far beyond 
WEAVE project could never produce for the foresee 
instrument's lifespan. Currently the database is 

dimensioned to only < 12TB in five years of not replicated 
meta data + spectra.

Fits files are planed to be kept by distributed files-system 
in GlusterFS.
Searching Features: Real-time searches and analytics 

using Apache Solr including +180 indexes only with the 
preliminary data-model.

Exporting Data: WAS will export in several ways, from 
single target FITS file until massive bulk downloads.
Visualization: A novel Web UI based on HTML5 and 

Javascript will support a custom visualization ecosystem.
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Spectra plots. 

Target table display 

Milky-Way galactic plot  RA vs DEC high density heatmap plot 

Target color vs subclass heatmap plot 

Histogram plot. 
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